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The ‘One’ and the ‘Fifteen’? The
Member States between procedural
adaptation and structural revolution

Does the EU matter? Fundamentals before and after Maastricht

The growth and differentiation of the institutional and procedural system
of the European Union has created considerable challenges for all
Member States.1 The very nature of the process of European integration
is a continuing pooling of sovereignty, and a transfer of responsibilities
and authorities, which has enlarged the range of policy areas dealt with
by the Union through para-constitutional communitarisation. This
process has led to institutional and procedural differentiation and a subse-
quent widening of the functional scope of integration in the form of
sectoral differentiation. Moreover, this enlargement of the EU’s policy-
making scope has brought into play a growing number of governmental
and non-governmental bodies dealing with public policy. We can also
observe an increasing actor differentiation. 

Within the individual Member States there is an ongoing reaction to
these challenges of the developing EU system. A general survey of the
fifteen national systems does not however, paint a clear and unequivocal
picture. With regard to the results of earlier analysis2 the impression
which can be sketched from the empirical material is vague and sometimes
even confusing, including both divergent and convergent patterns of
national adaptation. 

For a systematic overview we use a typology (see Figure 18.1) differen-
tiating between ‘strong’ and ‘weak adapters’ at both the national and at
the ‘Brussels’ level. Do we witness on the one hand strong national
performers (horizontal axis, type 3) shaping clearly defined interests and
preferences in their own capital with regard to European policies and the
making of political decisions without much access to Brussels? Who are
these strong protagonists in the interplay between various intra-state
actors in one Member State? On the other hand, are there ‘strong’ players
at the supranational level (vertical axis, type 2) making efficient use of the
opportunities for access and influence in the Brussels arena without an
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equivalent say in the national capitals?3 Finally, do we observe ‘strong
multi-level’ players (type 1) which are able to strengthen their access and
influence on both levels and to make use of their position on each of these
levels for strengthening their say on the other? 

One finding is valid for all Member States: national institutions have
made substantial efforts in order to cope with the requirements of the
Union. As to the fundamental view on the European polity, all relevant
actors in EU Member States are aware of the increasing importance of the
Union and of the need to take strategic decisions on vital issues. Focusing
on this observation, the central question is to what extent the trend
towards ‘Europeanisation’ has had an effect on the Member States. How
relevant are the EC/EU oriented procedures as well as the institutional and
administrative set-ups for the Member States and for their constituencies?
Have these procedures and set-ups led Member States to move towards
becoming ‘strong multi-level’ players (type 1)? To what extent are
national institutions involved in the policy-cycle of the European Union?
Has there been a ‘Europeanisation’ of national institutions or a fusion of
national and European institutions creating a persistent trend towards
field 1? Do we observe a convergence between the various national
models leading to stability in the EU system4 or will our findings indicate
a plurality of adaptation patterns such that a comparative view of Figure
18.1 would show many variations? 

414 Conclusion

Figure 18.1 Models of Member States’ adaptation
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Historical paths to integration: national motivations and identities 
Since 1951, when the six founding states signed the treaty establishing the
ECSC, substantial changes have occurred in the process of European inte-
gration. Every new treaty and the ensuing treaty amendments has brought
new competencies on the basis of negotiations and compromises among
the Member States. There have been changes not only in rights and obli-
gations but also in the scope and salience of the Community’s policy
areas. The European Union as it appears following the coming into force
of the TEU in 1993 is an amalgam of several national interests and a
multitude of historical developments. The success of this construction has
perpetuated the effect of the EC/EU process, leading to a kind of magnetic
attraction for outside countries. 

The fundamental reasons for individual countries wishing to join the
integration process have varied from case to case. Stepping back and
considering the basic premises we can identify several approaches in the
Member States from the very beginning of their respective memberships.
While politicians in the three smaller founding members (B, LUX, NL)5

have drawn their conclusions from the failure of their neutrality policies,
the engagement of Germany was accompanied by the struggle for more
acceptance and the need to regain sovereignty after the disastrous effects
of the Second World War. A traditionally strong tendency towards multi-
lateralism and the desire to overcome its social fragmentation have been
the main reasons for the engagement of Italy in the integration process.
French motives for participation were based to a certain degree on the
belief that national interests – such as the political and economic control
of Germany – could be realised most efficiently within a European set-up.
Moreover, actors in France and the United Kingdom still subscribe to the
belief that they should hold a position of political leadership that can be
achieved to a certain degree through a European ‘alliance’. The Danes
were attracted to apply for Community membership primarily for
economic reasons but were also motivated by a fear of isolation.
Additionally, in Ireland the intention to achieve more independence from
the United Kingdom should be stressed. On the other hand, Greece as well
as Spain and Portugal, have linked their accession to the European project
with the expectation of promoting the process of democratic consolida-
tion after the demise of their authoritarian systems. The three latest
newcomers were particularly motivated by economic reasons. However,
in the case of Finland, geopolitical security interests have also played
an important role ‘because the decision to join the Western unity . . . had
been beyond Finland’s reach during the five long decades of the Cold
War’.6 The European Union has also been seen as an instrument for
domestic modernisation. In several cases the challenges of the European
level are highly welcome by the single Member States. Some of them
consider the integration process as a gateway for their national projects of
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modernisation (A, GR, IR, NL), economic liberalisation (SF, S) or as
providing the necessary guidance for overcoming particular regional
problems such as the bi-national system of Belgium or the strong north–
south cleavages in Italy. For a remarkable number of nations, ‘opening the
state’ to the Union seems to provide the groundwork for necessary inter-
nal reforms.

Although the finalité politique of the integration process remains vague
and ambiguous, the discourse on Europe in most Member States still
embodies the expectation that the EU polity in general offers a better and
safer future. The construction of these images and views continued in the
1990s and has even been somewhat reinforced by the new applicants. The
Eurosceptic or minimalist states have continued to view their European
engagement in terms of their own historical role and perception of a
national future. The difficulties of adapting to a moving target are clearly
visible and they remain high on the national agenda of an increasing
number of states. 

Despite this diversity of national motives a common groundwork for
all Member States can be found. The idea of European integration has
been promoted by a set of similar and common goals and aspirations such
as the striving ‘for the principles of liberty, democracy, respect for human
rights and fundamental freedoms’7 – but especially the search for
economic benefits and the pursuit of national goals linked to a nation’s
identities and role in the world. 

Priorities of the Member States: promoting ‘national interests’ 
The vast majority of Member States have declared their agreement with
the fundamentals of the European construction, implicitly assuming that
this was the best way to serve their own national interests. However, with
another upswing of Eurosceptic attitudes, governments in the 1990s
reinforced arguments in favour of defending and pursuing vital national
interests. The Maastricht process increased this trend in a considerable
number of states, especially in such founding members as Germany,
France and particularly the Netherlands, where the Maastricht Treaty was
regarded as a ‘dramatic moment’ causing a ‘rude awakening to the polit-
ical realities of Europe in the 1990s’.8 But ‘even the smallest Member
State’, as is stated with regard to Luxembourg, ‘is sometimes susceptible
to reservations about the idea of integration’.9 This emergence of more
robust national attitudes can be seen as a direct or indirect consequence
of the implementation of Maastricht, even in Member States considered
as traditional supporters of the integration process. 

Analysis of the fifteen Member States suggests that there are very
heterogeneous interests in the policy domains of the European Union.
These interests are linked closely to the peculiar structure and the
geographical or organisational context of each Member State. Therefore,
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policy fields such as agriculture and fishery continue to be the highest-
ranking domains in Ireland or Spain while other states are particularly
interested in strong manufacturing bases or high export rates. Finland and
Sweden, for instance, are engaged in an initiative on a ‘Northern
Dimension’ of the Union while southern states such as Greece, Spain or
Portugal are primarily interested in a continuation of the Structural and
Cohesion Funds. These interests are difficult to categorise. National prior-
ities are the product of particular intra-state structures and developments.
Domestic issues are the prevailing issues. Thus, if we are looking at the
‘real’ actions of national governments, ‘(re)-nationalisation’ of policies
appears quite often to be more of a public relations affair than an actual
change in policies pursued. Therefore, the same or similar policies are
adopted and are promoted as ‘good’ European policy – or, as in more
recent times, are described in terms of their national benefits. In the
1990s, most Member States gave a high priority to budgetary and mone-
tary issues. Besides the demand for a reduction in national contributions
to EU finances (D, NL, S, UK), the creation of EMU attracted particular
attention in all countries. As far as security and defence are concerned,
there are considerable differences between the positions of the founding
Member States (B, D, F, I, LUX, NL) and the north-European countries
(DK, S, SF, UK), which are either reluctant to participate in any military
co-operation owing to the high priority given to national sovereignty and
national defence, or because of a traditional policy of neutrality. The secu-
rity initiatives of the Blair government since 1997 and the Helsinki
decision on closer military co-operation therefore represent a fundamen-
tal change and might induce more adaptations of non-aligned countries. 

Public opinion: from permissive consensus to reluctant acceptance
At first sight, we find in all Member States – with the exception of the
United Kingdom and to a certain degree, Denmark and Sweden – a long-
standing affective and, to a lesser extent, utilitarian support for the
European enterprise. The integration process has been regarded for much
of its history as a positive-sum game for many Member States. However,
since the end of the 1980s and especially towards the mid-1990s this
overall trend changed. Attitudes within Member States to the European
integration process became more multi-faceted.10 In several countries,
more and more signs of Euroscepticism surfaced, causing heated debates
concerning the benefits and costs of membership (A, D, DK, S, UK). The
new and more sensitive issues of the Maastricht Treaty evoked more scep-
tical views and serious concerns among the general public about the
democratic deficits of the European Union.11 A commonly held view of
the European enterprise was that its political aspects had their short-
comings while the economic side had been undoubtedly a success. The
highest rates of support could be detected at the end of the 1990s in
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some of the original Member States (I, LUX, NL), on the Iberian penin-
sula (E, P) and particularly in Ireland. On the other hand, the lowest rates
of support for EU membership are expressed in public opinion polls in
some northern states (S, UK) and in Austria.12 In nearly all Member States
but especially in Germany and the northern states of the Union – and
particularly with regard to EMU – there was a considerable gap between
the attitude of elites and the rest of population. While political and
economic elites are principally in favour of membership – as they see the
benefits to be gained from the Community – the general public is less posi-
tive. Hence, in these Member States ‘two worlds’ can be observed: the
general public discourse evolves according to its own mainly national
logic on the one side as do the dynamics of the multi-level EU system on
the other.

Whatever public opinion polls tell us specifically in each Member State,
one major finding across the ‘EU-fifteen’ is that the increasing controversy
concerning the development of European integration has not put the EU
system itself into question. In view of the considerable changes in the
international and European system since 1989 it is even more revealing
that fluctuations in public opinion have basically not changed: pre-exist-
ing trends have thus not been reversed but have even been reinforced.
Looking at the national end of the EU policy-cycle, the Brussels level of
the EU polity seems to have become an essential day-to-day part of
national political systems. 

Such an observation offers a contribution to the issue of legitimacy.13

That is, the surprising overall stability of the EU system might be due to
the broad and intensive participation of national elites. Nevertheless,
towards the end of the 1990s this tendency lost its dramatic impact.
Though support for EU membership had not grown significantly, neither
were there serious concerns about the European integration process as
such. Instead, a ‘positive indifference’14 or a tendency towards ‘accom-
modation of the inevitable’15 has become the essential background for
policy-making. The low voter turnout at the EP elections in June 1999
seemed to confirm this trend. Thus we might conclude that the public
mood has changed from permissive consensus to ‘reluctant acceptance’16

or ‘issue-related voice’17 – with considerable variations within this broad
trend. 

Political parties: growing relevance of a ‘European cleavage’? 
As major national actors, parties are also slow and reluctant adapters. A
vast majority of national parties support unconditionally, or to a large
degree, the European integration process in general. The European poli-
cies of political parties in government are usually based on a broadly
pro-integration attitude. Changes in government tend to have only limited
impacts on the basic perceptions of European policies of the Member
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States and on the methods of running the EU machinery. Strangely
enough, this statement is also valid for eurosceptic, ‘awkward’18 or mini-
malist states. A higher degree of public distrust has only limited impact on
governmental and administrative machinery. In no case has the forming
of a new government led to a complete re-formulation of the national
strategy on European integration.19 Frequently, a consensus pervades in
which both governmental and opposition parties approve of the integra-
tion process. Nevertheless, there is a small number of parties opposing
further integration and, more importantly, in some cases an increasing
internal party factionalism concerning the strategy towards European
integration.

Since Maastricht, the debates on European policy in some Member
States have brought about another cleavage in national party systems. The
salience of both pro- and anti-European arguments have led to an addi-
tional dividing line between or within parties. Though attitudes towards
European integration have become more differentiated, European matters
play an increasing role in certain national party systems. A strict distinc-
tion between left or right oriented parties may be of limited use.20 There
are parties of the far right and left, ecological, regional or religious parties
as well as conservative parties favouring re-nationalisation of particular
policy fields. Recent election campaigns and the formation of anti-
Europe-election platforms in some Member States (DK, F, UK) show this
trend clearly. Negative feelings have been used by some parties, such as
the Austrian FPÖ or the Swedish and orthodox Greek communists, to
reinforce their anti-establishment strategies.21 Moreover, pro-integration
parties fear losses at the polls if their campaigns are too pro-European,
especially if smaller parties stir up the national EU debate (DK, P, UK). As
was seen in Finland in 1995, ruling parties have indeed paid heavily for
their pro-European attitudes with considerable losses in the elections. 

More important than the impact on party systems are the effects on
individual parties. Differing attitudes towards Europe have led to
increased tension within parties such as the French Gaullists, the British
Conservatives and especially the parties in Sweden. Here, we observe
‘opposition to supranational integration within all the Swedish political
parties’.22 Even (some) party splits can be attributed to the impact of
European policy issues. The debate on Europe is thus often characterised
more by intra-party rather than inter-party division. However, despite
these cases the main trend is different: European integration, including
major steps such as renouncing one’s own currency, has not yet led to a
new permanent cleavage in the party system or in political life in general.
No persistent patterns can be identified EU-wide. Opposition parties with
a critical view of the Union often discover, when coming into power, the
utility of the EU system. An anti-European stance might be of importance
for parties in some countries, but there is no united anti-EU front in the
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making. No ‘anti-system party’23 against the European Union has gained
major relevance. 

Except for some crises attracting media attention, most European poli-
cies and politics belong to the normalcy of everyday political life. The
major dispute concerns the direction and the speed of this construction.
Disputes about concrete issues often arise without leading to any kind of
fundamental opposition. 

Interest group politics: attraction by the European magnet 
As has been revealed by the debate about pluralistic and corporatist inter-
ests, institutions and administrations in western political systems are
closely linked to intermediary groups of different kinds.24

The participation of interest groups such as labour unions, employers’
or farmers’ associations or other NGOs represents an expression of
specific societal interests. In some Member States these voluntary unions
and corporate actors have developed considerable influence by using the
informal channels of representative democracies in order to urge govern-
ments to act on matters of concern. For many, but not all interest groups,
the expectation of access and more influence in Brussels has become a
powerful magnet.25 Taking the increased competencies of the European
Union and its institutions into account, for several Member States
‘Brussels’ has gained more importance for the representation of organised
interests while the significance of national political institutions and the
domestic level has not decreased to the same degree.

Though there are many interest groups in each Member State, the most
developed systems of such groups can be found in those Member States
with (neo-) corporatist traditions, such as Austria, the Netherlands,
Ireland, Germany and the northern states of the Community.26 A growth
in the formation and activities of interest groups – owing to the new chal-
lenges posed by the Union – is especially notable in Spain, France and
apparently in Greece, where ‘both industry and the unions have been
increasingly using Europe not only as a lobbying field but also as a source
for ideology formation’.27

The position of interest groups towards the European integration
process is – very generally – positive. Nevertheless, there are some devia-
tions depending very much on ideological and policy preferences – and
also particularly on the sector. Thus, in the Finnish case, membership of
the Union was opposed by farmers and the rural population owing to
serious concerns about European competitors while industrial lobbyists
were hoping for better access to the European market.28

Since the SEA and the Maastricht Treaty, interest groups have paid
more attention to the European sphere because the EU institutions have
made them aware of the importance of early-stage information and
contacts. Larger companies, especially multinationals, are aware of the
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strategic importance of EU rules concerning competition, health, safety
and environment, and of EU programmes and initiatives concerning
R&D. Thus, the number of offices run in Brussels by the various interest
groups continues to rise. Large corporations have their own delegations
which in some cases include more staff than the offices of Europe-wide
federations.29

Interest groups are still directing their attention primarily towards the
European Commission. However, with the coming into force of the
Maastricht treaty and the co-decision procedure, the EP has increasingly
become a second point of contact in Brussels while the Council – which is
less accessible – plays only a minor role for interest groups as they may
turn instead to their governments in the national capitals. All in all, we
can see that many have become active multi-level players in the semi-offi-
cial, and even more in the informal and non-hierarchical networks.30

Constitutional provisions: smooth and limited adaptations
Looking at one major indicator for institutional change – the legal consti-
tutions of Member States – the findings show again a modest rate of
EC/EU-related revisions. The constitutions of the Member States are
expressions of long traditions and historical identities of the respective
nation. Participation in European integration and the adaptation of the
relevant and valid community law, the ‘acquis communautaire’, has
forced the Member States again and again to make incremental amend-
ments to their constitutions. However, an overview of the constitutional
changes in the fifteen national systems reveals that the rate and the
salience of changes at the European level has not been matched by analo-
gous structural revolutions in the Member States. One major conclusion
is thus: political and administrative strategies have in all states been
geared to use existing constitutional and institutional opportunity struc-
tures and to improve forms of intra-state co-ordination. 

Constitutional changes have occurred only in some countries and are
limited in scope and even more limited in their impact on the national
policy-cycle. Changes are not linked specifically to the implementation of
the Maastricht Treaty; rather, as in the Spanish case, they are related ‘to
the natural evolution and adaptation of the . . . public administration to
the requirements of the EC/EU decision-making process’.31 Though
European integration is among the incentives for constitutional change
(A, D, F), there have also been adaptations or substantial changes as in the
Netherlands (1983), Belgium (1993) or the United Kingdom (1998–99),
which are not rooted in the challenges of the European treaties but in the
deficiencies or shortcomings of national systems. In case of the United
Kingdom they are explained as ‘part of the Blair government’s political
agenda of modernisation’.32
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The impact of Maastricht: a turning point for national fundamentals? 
If we come back to the initial question concerning the impact of
Maastricht, the latter has to be seen in the light of European history. Five
steps and four subsequent periods which are defined by historical deci-
sions to create, amend or revise the treaty can be identified: the ECSC, the
Rome Treaty, the SEA, the Maastricht Treaty and – currently – the effects
of the Amsterdam Treaty. The overall trend is clear and persistent: over
fifty years, national actors have increasingly dedicated their attention to
playing the EC/EU multi-level game both at home as well as in the
European arena. The Maastricht Treaty has reinforced this trend. The
TEU was the result of one year of negotiations between the different
governments of the Member States. It had an immediate impact on the
various actors and societies in the national systems. Though there are
some Member States in which the impact of Maastricht was less substan-
tial, in most states the TEU process attracted much attention. While the
quasi-constitutional changes and reforms of the Maastricht Treaty have
not been a turning point for the national systems, the changes brought
about by Maastricht have reinforced pre-existing patterns. Furthermore
new Member States have rapidly mobilised the necessary resources to
compete successfully in all policy fields and in all stages of the policy-
cycle.

Has Maastricht led to more convergence in the fundamentals? Our
overview suggests several areas of convergence, especially concerning the
basic reasons behind application for membership but also with regard to
public opinion. Nevertheless a vast number of specific national character-
istics remain. All in all, this survey adds to the conventional picture and
reaffirms that some traditional insights are still relevant in the 1990s. In
spite of substantial changes within the Community and the Union, and
even after the major upheaval of the international and European political
system in 1989, the historic legacy remains strong. In other words, the
Member States or at least the political elites, define the raison d’être of the
Union and its process of deepening and widening in terms of their own
historical, geopolitical constellations and identities. Many Member States
refer to their own history, such as in Ireland where it has been noted
that ‘in Europe, Ireland was attempting to consolidate its economic
and political independence and re-discover its society’s internationalist
traditions’.33

In terms of reasoning about the fundamentals and the input dimension
of a political system, there is a divided view concerning the extent to
which the fifteen have become one: the debate about the finalité politique
is still mainly influenced by national heritages. However, discussions
concerning the future of Europe, which are often vague in nature, are
nevertheless part of the debate on the general objectives of the Member
States. The Member States’ histories may differ but the future is broadly
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seen as a common endeavour. More specific visions of the Union are
however, strongly influenced by national experiences. Thus, the European
Union is supposed to become a Member State’s own positive dream for
the best of all worlds.

Do national institutions matter? The Member States in the EU
policy-cycle

In comparison to the vast variety of political systems in the world, the
European Union’s Member States constitute a rather homogeneous group
made up of what might broadly be described as ‘liberal democratic
systems’. Concerning their governmental structures, the fifteen Member
States of the European Union generally fit into the category of parliamen-
tary systems but with a wide range of variations. After the constitutional
changes in Finland and Portugal only the French system could still be
characterised as semi-presidential. Although there is a general trend
towards convergence, there are still many divergences in the governmen-
tal structures of European states. They differ both between more
consensual and more majoritarian patterns of policy-making as well as in
terms of varying patterns of relations between central and regional
levels.34 Consensual traditions as in Austria, the Scandinavian states or
the Netherlands, or federal structures as in Germany or Belgium, consid-
erably influence the methods of policy-making adopted in the Member
States. Such a typology allows for a comprehensive analysis of the fifteen
national political systems and of the role, function and weight of their
institutions.35 However, rather than employing an extensive approach,
our examination of the Member States’ political systems focuses on the
institutional framework and the relevant institutions with regard to the
EU policy-making process without considering the particulars of each
national system.36

Governments: national gatekeepers in European affairs?
Among governmental actors we observe a uniform instinct to seek out
access and influence in EU policy-cycles and, at the same time, several
processes of adaptation such as a shift in the intra-governmental balance. 

In all Member States of the European Union, prime ministers or chan-
cellors, as the heads of government, have become key actors in EU affairs.
Particularly through their role as members of the European Council they
are able to steer internal procedures and thus to lead the national deci-
sion-making process. The European Council and bilateral summits have
even reinforced the role of those heads of government that were less
powerful in the national arena. Given the need to act assertively and
coherently in making key decisions, which are increasingly taken through
the European Council, prime ministers have gained power vis-à-vis their
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colleagues. A shift in power towards heads of government can be observed
in several Member States (DK, F, GR, SF), and even in such countries as
the Netherlands where the formal status was traditionally that of a primus
inter pares. As is the case in Italy, one can observe in many cases in the
post-Maastricht period ‘a shift of activities and co-ordinating competen-
cies in the national implementation of EC policies from the Foreign
Affairs Ministry, which dominated the scene for decades, to the prime
minister’s offices’.37 Thus, the EC/EU process has changed the balance
inside governments. In France this process has had a particular impact:
‘The changing patterns of executive European policy-making are not
solely a result of the actual president’s weaknesses, rather they elucidate
the long-term consequences of the Maastricht integration boost, and a
decline of presidential power in general.’38 Overall, the members of the
European Council have become strong multi-level players.

Beyond a uniform basic instinct of governmental actors to attempt to
gain access to the European ‘policy-making process’ we can identify
certain directions. The European level is matched by the national govern-
mental level particularly in the centralised countries of the Community
(DK, F, GR, IR, LUX, P, S, SF, UK) where politicians of national govern-
ments have a powerful grip on EU affairs and where the EU-related
bureaucracy is directly linked to the government in developing effective
means for participating in the EU decision-making process (DK, F, UK).
The more decentralised (E, I, NL) or federal countries (A, B, D) are char-
acterised by a stronger involvement of the regional level, with the effect
that in Belgium and Germany, regional ministers can participate in the
Council of Minister’s decision-making. Depending on the policy field and
the issue at stake in the Council of Ministers, each national ministry and
many departments therein are more or less intensively involved in the
EC/EU decision-making process following traditional intra-state logics. In
the Finnish case, for example, the ‘key position of ministries and their
officials mirrors the concrete exertion of powers and influence in the
domestic EU process’.39 Very roughly, we can differentiate between on the
one hand, pioneer ministries such as those dealing with foreign affairs,
finance, economics or agriculture, and on the other, newcomers such as
ministries of environment, education, etc. Within those ministries which
have a long-standing involvement in EU affairs, special units have been set
up and consolidated, and have acquired a substantial role. Those
ministries which have developed such units more recently, still have prob-
lems in establishing their position inside the national co-ordination
machinery. Interestingly however, in all Member States we find within
nearly every national ministry, a unit responsible for EU affairs. From the
early days of European integration, departments of agriculture were the
main ministries affected by membership, but nowadays they are only one
of many embedded in the EU’s policy process.
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With the exception of defence, government ministries and, in many
cases, administrative units within departments, have established their own
EU resources and networks. Yet with the new plans for ‘military crisis
management’40 even defence departments are becoming involved. The
General Affairs Council of 15 November 1999 brought together for the
first time in the history of the Union, the ministers of foreign affairs and
defence. Sectoral differentiation – that is, the increasing number of policy
fields dealt with by the EU – has therefore had remarkable effects. This
fragmentation is also evinced by the increase in the number of committees
operating on the same level as COREPER.41

With this decentralisation process within national governments, the
need for hierarchical or co-operative co-ordination across policy sectors
has grown.42 Without exception all Member States substantially increased
their internal co-ordination efforts in the 1990s. Foreign ministries remain
formally the lead department in most (B, DK, E, F, GR, I, IR, LUX, P, S,
UK) but not all Member States. Since the coming into force of the TEU,
foreign ministers in several countries have lost some of their influence.
Rivalries, particularly those between foreign ministries and economic/
financial ministries concerning responsibility for the different EU pillars,
have led to a more branched structure. Owing to the growing importance
of EMU this shift has been accompanied by a greater role for finance
ministers. 

The number of policy fields at the EU level has thus promoted more
sophisticated co-ordination between ministries. As ministries have been
increasingly affected by European policies and as their desire to partici-
pate has grown, it has become necessary for governments to establish an
effective system of interministerial and intra-ministerial co-ordination and
co-operation in order to reach common viewpoints and to develop a
coherent negotiation strategy. The way the Member States have dealt with
this challenge reveals quite different patterns. A number of Member States
adopt the practice of establishing special informal or ad hoc cabinet
committees (E, F, I, NE, UK) while in others the cabinet as a whole takes
on the task of formal co-ordination and decision-making (A, B, DK, IR,
S, SF). A separate European ministry with far-reaching co-ordination
competencies has not been established in any Member State. Though in
some states (F, GR, I, SF, UK) sub-ministries with a moderate capacity for
co-ordination have been created, in most Member States European policy
is organised in a decentralised manner by the relevant specialised ministry. 

While in Ireland we can detect a ‘relatively light co-ordination’,43 such
Member States as Denmark – which have developed ‘elaborate co-ordi-
nation mechanisms’44 – are known for their streamlined co-ordination
machine (DK, F, P, SF). Developments after the coming into force of the
TEU show that the mostly hierarchical methods of co-ordination are
decreasingly able to cope with all issues, actors and information in the
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European sphere. They have not prevented the ‘subtle trend towards more
independent approaches to the EC/EU affairs on the part of certain
ministries’,45 that is, a tendency towards sectorisation and decentralisa-
tion. In Spain the existence of a central co-ordination body, the Secretariat
of State for Foreign Policy and the European Union linked to the Ministry
of Foreign Affairs, has not prevented interministerial conflicts and diffi-
culties in defining positions in COREPER and the Council of Ministers.
This tendency is still relevant after the internal reform of the ‘Secretariat’
in 1998. 

Other countries such as Germany or Belgium are characterised by frag-
mented policy-making and have developed more complicated internal
co-ordination mechanisms, with the result that their positions in Brussels
are not always free of contradictions. In the Belgian case the federal
authority, the regions and the communities concluded in March 1994 an
agreement ‘to organise a general co-ordination mechanism ensuring unity
in the views expressed by Belgium’. According to this agreement, co-ordi-
nation ‘must take place before each session of the Council of Ministers,
whatever the field may be’.46

For a systematic approach to the differing models of co-ordination we
propose the following set of categories. We take Figure 18.2 as point of
departure. Can we observe with regard to European policies and the
making of political decisions, a high or a low level of horizontal co-
ordination, or do we find a small or large amount of horizontal functional
decentralisation?

Without proper co-ordination, decentralised pluralist national posi-
tions are fragmented (Figure 18.2, type (3)). Often the German case is
cited as an example of this type. In Germany, there exists ‘no single
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decision-making centre but different levels interact in the decision-making
process and compete for access and participation’.47 Small governments
might stay with unified positions. Given the functional scope and the
political salience of the Union it is understandable that a ‘one-hand’
approach becomes less representative. In the case of a unified Member
State (type 1), this exercise – so often tried in France – is not successful.
The most interesting case is another one: the strategy of co-ordinating
units, each of which have their own channels to Brussels. Two sub-types
can be identified: a strong vertical hierarchy based on a central agency
which is permanently supported by the political leadership (type 2), and
horizontal co-ordination among equals based on consensus (type 4). The
French and the United Kingdom’s set-ups are normally cited as examples
of the first case while the Dutch and Danish systems serve as examples of
the second. 

In the light of developments during the 1990s the differences among the
Member States, though clearly still existent, might be less prominent than
often stated: horizontal co-ordination seems to be overshadowed by an
increasingly involved political hierarchy as in all Member States prime
ministers have discovered the political importance of becoming involved.
They have attempted to reduce fragmentation by introducing strong
centralisation. Of course, this indirect effect works only when there is a
sufficiently clear and stable political leadership. But nevertheless, a strong
vertical hierarchy needs broad inputs from the specialised ministries and
units. 

Administrations: opening up to new challenges?
In general, bureaucratic structures are difficult to break up.48 They form
the basic patterns of a political system, which cannot be changed easily by
governmental acts. However, with regard to the Union’s institutional
system, we cannot neglect the fact that national administrations are no
longer restricted to their national spheres.49 In all phases of the EU policy-
cycle, i.e. decision preparation, decision-making, implementation and
control, national administrations participate intensively.50 Depending on
the policy field and the issue at stake in the European Commission and
Council of Ministers, ministries and departments are more or less inten-
sively involved in the EC/EU decision-making process. They are, to an
increasing extent, oriented towards Brussels and have considerable incen-
tives to participate. 

Interaction between European and national administrations has inten-
sified and broadened since the early days of the Community. In several
national systems, however, the process of negotiating the Maastricht
Treaty was given special attention within national bureaucracies. In the
Netherlands or Austria, the presidencies were ‘the highlight in terms of
workload and publicity’51 and the starting point for a greater awareness
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among national administrations of the EU level. The realisation that care-
lessness with EU policies could cause serious problems became
widespread and caused a change in national administrative cultures. 

With regard to the policy-cycle it is difficult to identify precisely the
starting point of EU policy preparation. For national administrations it is
therefore important to have well-organised and permanent connections to
institutions in Brussels, such as the advisory groups of the Commission,
the working groups of the Council, the comitology committees and, more
recently, the EP committees.

The connections of national administrations to Brussels are particularly
necessary for the informal policy preparation process in the Commission
and the formal process in the Council of Ministers and EP. In all Member
States civil servants are therefore engaged in this very first stage of the
policy-cycle. Administrative experts and sectoral specialists are involved
in various types of preparatory committees (groupe d’experts). The
contacts between the Commission and the national administrations are
deliberate, either in permanent or in temporary groups. These contacts are
activated by the Commission if and when the need arises. The delegation
of national experts is part of the daily business of the national ministries
and the responsible specified units. In some countries, such as Germany,
the responsible units of the ministries co-ordinating the respective pre-
reconciliation of the expert groups are not co-ordinated by any central
institution. A characteristic feature of these administrations is the direct
involvement of the responsible administrative unit in Brussels. This trend
of decentralisation is favoured by the customary praxis of Community
institutions to pay travel expenses for a limited number of national partic-
ipants.

With regard to the decision-making phase of the policy-cycle, national
administrators serve on various bodies of the Council of Ministers. Most
important is the Committee of Permanent Representatives (COREPER).
The main preparatory work of the Council is, however, carried out by
specific working groups, which are established according to political
sectors. In the immediate preparation of decision-making and preparatory
drafting of EC legislation, national civil servants are involved in about
350 committees and working groups of the Council of Ministers.52

Usually the participants are administrators from specialised ministries
and, in some cases – according to the internal structure of the Member
State – are accompanied by a civil servant from a regional administration.

With regard to the channels of access and influence in the Brussels
arena, Permanent Representations play an important role in all Member
States. They are key actors in the interplay between both administrations
and governments on the one hand, and between the national and the
Brussels level on the other. Civil servants within Representations often
exercise – as in the Irish case – ‘a Janus-like role between the EU and the
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domestic’.53 Yet, Permanent Representations operate not only through a
single government delegation but also liaise between different branches
and levels of government, thus between the Council of Ministers and the
Member State governments. In this context they influence the formulation
of national points of view and negotiating positions. Between 1986 (SEA)
and 1992, the Permanent Representations of the EU Member States
expanded rapidly. The largest are those of Greece and Sweden, the latter
being made up of ninety-one people.54 At present, nearly all ministries of
each Member State – with the exception of defence – have at least one civil
servant attached to their national permanent representation in Brussels.55

Foreign affairs ministries are formally in charge of the Permanent
Representations which are headed generally by a professional diplomat.
In some Member States this position is regarded as the most important
status in a diplomatic career. All opinions and instructions from individ-
ual national ministries are supposed to be channelled through their
Permanent Representations. However, there are manifold linkages
between the ministries of Member States which evade the head of the
Permanent Representation and also his control, as the example of the
Netherlands shows. Here, ‘some important ministries have succeeded in
creating a reserved “policy space”. For them, the permanent representa-
tion serves mainly as a technical facility in Brussels’.56

The third phase of the policy-cycle, the implementation of Community
legislation at the European level, is carried out by the administrative units
of the European Commission and by roughly 420 committees57 which are
in most cases established by the relevant legislative act for which they are
responsible. There are various forms of these so-called ‘comitology
committees’ in which the degree of formalised power of the national civil
servants differs. Owing to the nature of the implementation committees,
participating civil servants from the national administrations are in
almost all cases working in the various ministries and specialised depart-
ments of ministries responsible for the policy field in question. 

Altogether the administrative infrastructure in Brussels includes at least
around 1,500 bodies of different characteristics. Assuming that each
Member State sends an average of at least two civil servants or experts –
in some cases even more as the example of Germany shows – there are
about 40,000 national officials involved in many meetings per year. 

The last phase of the policy-cycle – the monitoring of transposition and
the control of binding decisions, also has a direct impact on national
administrations. Legal considerations are becoming more and more rele-
vant. Therefore, in Germany approximately twenty higher civil servants
were exclusively specialised in European legal affairs in the mid-1990s.
The Member States’ Administrations are mostly concerned with EC direc-
tives which need to be incorporated at the national level within a certain
time period. If time limits have not been adhered to, the European
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Commission may take legal action against this non-compliance in order to
enforce Community law. The Commission can deliver a reasoned opinion
on the matter after giving the relevant Member State the opportunity to
submit its observations. The various supervision and control mechanisms
of the Commission laid down in the treaties thus lead to extensive consul-
tation and co-operation procedures between the Commission
administration and national – but also regional and local – administra-
tions. Until the mid-1990s, the number of suits for non-compliance
against Member States grew rapidly. Since then, the total sum has
decreased, which can be explained by a learning process among national
governments and administrations. Yet, in 1998 the Commission asked
Member States to report on possible non-implementation in 1,101 cases
on the basis of Article 226 (ex Article 177) ECT. In the same year, it deliv-
ered a reasoned opinion in 675 cases. If the Member States do not comply
with the opinion of the Commission, the matter may be brought before
the ECJ. In 1998, this occurred in 123 cases. The desire for a good compli-
ance record and the implications of a negative judgement of the ECJ have
forced specialised national administrators to push their national
colleagues into conforming with the obligations of legal acts from the
Community. 

Summing up the governmental and administrative level, two parallel
developments can be identified in nearly all Member States: more and more
ministries and administrative units are becoming directly involved in the
Brussels arena. They have often established their own links rather than
being channelled through a national gatekeeping organisation. This decen-
tralised move is matched – to different degrees among the Member States –
by a co-ordination and centralisation strategy with other departments and
ministries. These trends in Member States are evolutionary. We have found
neither a radical revolutionary change in the governmental and administra-
tive set-up of any country nor the construction of a new superstructure. But
internal equilibria have been affected. We are witnessing increasing
changes in the internal power balance. The influx of new actors and the
stronger participation of old ones has led to new balances and coalitions
both in the relations between states and within individual states, thereby
reducing the relevance of foreign ministries but strengthening economic
and financial departments and the role of prime ministers.58

It can be concluded that national actors, heads of government, minis-
ters and administrations have overall proved to be active multi-level
players and thus may be categorised as ‘strong adapters’. All these actors
have established their own channels of access and exercise their influence
in all phases of the policy-cycle. Maastricht did not reverse but rather
reinforced this trend. But what about national parliaments? Of specific
interest is the question of how national parliaments have developed their
position in the EU’s multi-level game. 
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Parliaments: reactions to the warning lights of the TEU 
In a large number of EU Member States (B, D, E, IR, LUX, NE, P) prior
to the Maastricht Treaty, national parliaments were regarded as the
victims of the integration process.59 Owing to the growing supremacy of
national governments in the European decision making process on the one
hand, and because of governments’ ability to use the knowledge and
powers of their administrations on the other, national parliaments were
either left outside the EU policy-cycle or were only marginally involved.
Neither their financial nor their human resources could cope in any way
with the increasing amount of EU legal acts – though in all national
systems, formal legislative competencies are traditionally in the hands of
parliaments. The role of national parliaments is particularly limited with
regard to EC directives. Though such directives allow the Member States
some room for manoeuvre in national transposition – in contrast to the
directly applicable regulations – governments are very often not capable
or willing to adapt the content of the respective act. In addition, some
national parliaments have shown little interest in EU affairs, which can be
explained to a certain extent by the complex internal structure of the some
legislatures (D, F, NL). As the German case study illustrates, between
1980 and 1986 about 65 per cent of the EC documents considered by the
Bundestag were already in force when they were debated for the first
time.60

Since the coming into force of the Maastricht Treaty, perceptions have
changed significantly.61 National parliaments have recognised not only
that the Union has acquired new policy fields and competencies, but also
that they themselves are losing their traditional access and influence, espe-
cially in view of their scrutiny functions vis-à-vis governments. Aiming to
move beyond the conventional instruments of parliamentary questions
and debates, parliaments in all Member States have called for more influ-
ence over their governments. With regard to the EC/EU decision-making
process, parliaments have asked to be informed earlier and more compre-
hensively about legislative proposals debated in the Council of Ministers.
As became evident in the overview of national systems, a major step in
improving the performance of national parliaments concerns their access
to information. 

The forms and implications of parliaments’ attempts to increase their
role differ across Member States. Nevertheless, some common features
can be emphasised concerning constitutional changes, specific laws, decla-
rations and reports. In some countries the new rights of national
parliaments were based on constitutional revisions and amendments.
Basic constitutional reforms due to the Maastricht Treaty have taken
place in France and Germany. The amended Article 88(4) of the French
constitution or Article 23 of the German Basic Law, which calls ‘the
Federal Government [to] inform the Bundestag and the Bundesrat
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comprehensively and as quickly as possible’, are expressions of the parlia-
ments’ demands for more efficient participation. In Germany the new
Committee on European Union Affairs can even be authorised by the
Bundestag to take decisions for the Bundestag as a whole.

In the Belgian Chambre des Représentants, the Spanish Congreso de los
Diputatados, the Irish Dáil Éireann, the Dutch Tweede Kamer and the
Portuguese Assembleia da República, special laws and agreements between
governments and parliaments were adopted in order to strengthen parlia-
mentary scrutiny rights in European affairs. In the Netherlands the former
Standing Committee for European Affairs became a General Committee on
European Union Affairs with a mission to increase EU awareness among all
MPs. In some countries the improvements to parliaments’ role in European
policy-making resulted frequently from their own declarations or reports
which bound governments and improved the participation rights of the
national parliaments (DK, E, I, NL, UK). 

Moreover, parliaments have attempted to play a more effective part by
strengthening the role of specialised committees. Though the establish-
ment of committees on European affairs in all Member States had
increased at the end of the 1990s, the impact of the newly established
committees is still not as yet clear. One cannot overlook the possibility
that rival parliamentary committees will be reluctant to allow the
European dimension of their work to slip away into the hands of the new
specifically EU-related committees. National parliaments, such as the
Finnish for example, are following in the footsteps of Denmark where the
Folketing is regarded as a policy-making assembly which has retained its
position after entering the Community. The Danish parliament has exer-
cised vast control over European policy. The Danish European Affairs
Committee (the former Market Relations Committee) mandates its minis-
ters in the Council. In Austria, the Constitution guarantees participation
in cabinet meetings for the influential Main Committee of the Parliament
and the heads of the parliamentary groups of the government parties.

It can be concluded that in nearly all Member States, national parlia-
ments have strengthened their formal role in the EU decision-making
process. Though decision-making continues to be primarily in the hands
of governments, their room for manoeuvre in Brussels negotiations will be
restricted to an increasing extent by national parliaments and particularly
by their specialised committees. Some legislatures (DK, F, I, S, SF, UK)
have even created their own points of contact in the EP’s Léopold Building
in Brussels. It seems that parliaments no longer simply follow their
governments in European policy but try instead to prescribe their govern-
ment’s actions in EU policy-making. Some expect that the further
development of the Union might not take place without a more active role
for national parliaments, especially in the phases of preparation and
control of EU decisions. 
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In this context increasing levels of interparliamentary co-operation can
be seen. Since the end of the 1980s there have been regular meetings of the
presidents and speakers of the national parliaments. Since 1989 national
parliaments’ specialised EU committees have met every six months in the
framework of the so-called COSAC. The Amsterdam Treaty protocol on
the role of national parliaments may alter COSAC’s informal profile; it is
remarkable that both the EP and the Council of Ministers have amended
their rules of procedure in order to recognise national parliaments and
COSAC as consultative bodies within the EU policy-making framework.62

National parliaments have learned and tried to cope with European
challenges by adapting some of their procedures. Nevertheless, the relative
weakness of national parliamentary institutions at the EU level cannot be
overlooked. The patterns of national governments and administrations in
preparing EU matters have been affected to only a limited degree.
Continuous deficits in parliaments’ ability to play the multi-level game
reduce the influence of national deputies. The involvement of parliaments
in the EU policy-cycle remains weak and largely reactive. 

The overall trend of reinforcing the role of national parliaments in the
ratification of the Maastricht Treaty might also be explained as a conse-
quence of popular discontent. However, parliaments have not become an
opposition force putting forward the critical views of the public. The logic
of parliamentary government with the basic cleavage between the execu-
tive and the parliamentary majority on one side, and the parliamentary
minority on the other, has not been replaced by a return to the classical
division of power between executive and legislature. Indeed the incentives
of the European arena have strengthened governmental actors and further
reduced the influence of parliaments. The increased activities of some of
the latter have not fundamentally shifted the institutional (dis-)equilib-
rium. Thus, at the end it is not an issue of resources but national
parliaments have not been able to gain a decisive voice. Despite some
constitutional changes most national parliaments have remained ‘weak
adapters’ with regard to the European policy-cycle. Some have kept or
gained a performance as national performers. Their influence is mostly
notable – if at all – in the final phase of implementation and control. 

Regions: new players in the multi-level game 
As the range of policies dealt with by the Union has become wider, so the
rights and competencies of regional as well as local bodies have been
affected to an increasing extent.63 While regions have specific – sometimes
even autonomous – rights and tasks and are responsible for implementing
legal acts, the growing number of acts and legislative activities of the
Community in such fields as education, culture, research, health, envi-
ronment, agriculture and fisheries has led to demands from regions in
many countries (B, D, DK, E, F, I, NL, UK) for the right to participate
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more actively and efficiently in the EU policy-cycle. However, there are
clear differences and even increasing divergences with regard to the exten-
sion of involvement of regional bodies in the respective national and EC
contexts. 

There has been much concern among the regions of Belgium, Germany,
Austria and to some extent, Spain, owing to the federal structures of these
countries. Amendments and revisions within the Union have induced the
development of formalised rules and structures to assure participation
rights for regions. Moreover, new instruments have been established with
regard to the way EU policy is dealt with. In Germany nearly every
regional ministry has its own desk officer for European affairs. After
Maastricht, the German Länder and Belgian regions even succeeded in
participating in the Council of Ministers and its working groups and
committees of the Commission. Using the regulations of the new Article
203 of the TEU and the new Article 23 of the German Basic Law, German
regions are able to appoint a delegate who represents the Federal Republic
in the Council in such cases where sovereign, exclusive competencies of
the Länder are concerned. In this process, the role of the German
Bundesrat has also been reinforced, obtaining in certain constellations a
veto position. 

In Belgium the Comité de concentration with six national ministers and
six representatives from the regional entities has become an important co-
ordination body. In Spain the ongoing transfer of competencies to the
Autonomous Communities has to be taken into account. Each of the
seventeen Autonomous Communities has inaugurated a department
exclusively dealing with EU affairs. In some autonomous regions of Spain
the regional parliaments are even more active than the national parlia-
ment in seeking direct influence in Madrid and Brussels. 

Elsewhere in countries which have a highly centralised structure, there
are no regional bodies between the often well-equipped national and local
governments. Replacing the seven former sub-regional committees in
Ireland, eight regional authorities were established in 1994 to co-ordinate
the provisions of public services in each territorial unit. After a very
controversial debate on regionalisation – initiated by the struggle for
further participation in the EU’s structural funds in the period 2000–06 –
Ireland has established a model dividing the country into two larger
regions. 

In some Member States where there are regional units with their own
rights and competencies, such regions have had difficulties in articulating
their views against national governments and have therefore only slightly
improved their position with regard to EU affairs (F, I, NL). In Portugal –
where there has been only a minor trend towards regionalisation as a
result of EU membership – management of the Structural Funds lies in the
hands of central government. Consequently, other channels of influence
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have been employed by the regions.64 In Sweden and Finland several
experiments with new regional authorities have been undertaken. It is
interesting, however, that in Finland the regions earmarked for EU
purposes are not identical with the formal state districts. Here, the
‘regional councils function as promoters of regional interests with respect
to the EU and are responsible for the implementation of its regional
programmes’.65

Since the Maastricht Treaty – following the initiative of the German
Länder and the Belgian government – CoR has given the regions a new
forum to articulate their interests. Though there are considerable varia-
tions in the extent to which this body is used by the regions and
municipalities, one cannot overlook the fact that owing to the limited
institutional power of the CoR, some regions, particularly the German
Länder, have employed other channels of access and influence.

In addition, more than eighty regions from within the Union maintain
offices in Brussels, and many major cities have their own representatives
there. Local bodies have been increasingly active in the European deci-
sion-making process and have partly established their own representatives
in Brussels.66 Since Maastricht, together with the regions, they have put
pressure on governments, with some success, in order to extend their own
competencies, especially concerning the Structural Funds.

The Union has thus become an important point of reference for regions
and municipalities and has, to a certain extent, brought about a process
of regionalisation in the Member States. Regional and local authorities
have adapted their structures to the EU policy-making process. In partic-
ular, they have requested from central governments more competencies
and greater participation in EU affairs. The changes in the more federally
organised countries have mainly involved the participation of regional
bodies via their national capital’s channels of influence and co-operation
rather than directly with the EU institutions. 

Although in many Member States there have been no constitutional
changes reinforcing the influence of regional governments, the effects of
European integration have led to a partial institutional adaptation and
some kind of an institutional learning. Thus traditional patterns or at least
conventional views of national policy-making are being eroded, but to a
limited degree as far as regions are concerned. Where regions do however
have resources at their disposal – the German Länder or the Belgian
regions might serve as examples – they have become effective players on
both levels. Others have, however, remained confined to the national level
– in many cases we observe ‘weak adaptations’. 

National courts: relevant actors in the policy-cycle
National courts can be qualified as political institutions since they are
involved in institutional interaction within the EU system at the end of the
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policy-cycle, during the phase of implementing and controlling
Community law. Courts become active when a case is brought before
them and they pronounce their judgement on the basis of the national law,
the EC treaties, previous judgements or established legal rules and princi-
ples. Thus also in an anticipatory view, they have an important indirect
influence on the shaping of Community law and the institutional system
as such, provided they do not ‘stay away from politics’ owing to the
supremacy of national parliaments, as in the Danish case.67

In some Member States the courts were ‘rather straightforward in
accepting the mainstream principles of Community law’ – ‘even before
accession’, as has been the situation in Greece.68 The most radical impact
on the sovereignty of the Member States results from the gradual estab-
lishment of the supremacy of Community law. The ECJ has extended step
by step its interpretation of the treaties, declaring that by creating a
Community of unlimited duration and having its own institutions, the
Member States have limited their sovereign rights. 

Though many courts have expressed doubts – most famously in
connection with the Irish ratification of the SEA and the judgement of the
German Constitutional Court on the TEU – or stressed their right of
review (A, B, D, E, I, S), the supremacy of Community law has generally
been accepted.69 It can be concluded – as in the case of the French Conseil
d’Etat which examines the conformity of statutes to the provisions of a
treaty – that the courts have ‘achieved a slow but significant accommoda-
tion with the inevitable’.70 In some states (DK, GR, P) either the
relationship between Community and national law has not proved to be
a major issue of legal dispute among national high courts or there have at
least been no attempts to interpret the character of the Union in order to
analyse the compatibility of national and European law. National courts
have apparently accepted without any serious resistance the primacy of
EC law and when needing to interpret the latter, they have referred to the
ECJ. One highly important set of procedures which particularly concerns
national institutions are the preliminary rulings made according to Article
234 (ex Article 177) ECT. These refer to decisions on the interpretation
and application of the Community law in cases of uncertainty before the
courts in Member States and which are referred to the ECJ by those
courts: ‘Where such a question is raised before any court or tribunal of a
Member State, that court or tribunal may, if it considers that a decision
on the question is necessary to enable it to give judgment, request the
Court of Justice to give a ruling thereon.’71 Such preliminary rulings are
binding on national courts and form an important link between the ECJ
and the Member States’ courts. The use of such preliminary rulings varies
considerably. By comparison, in 1998, British courts sought 269 rulings;
Italian courts 581 rulings; French courts 594 rulings; and German courts
sought as many as 1,113 rulings.
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An indicator of the continuing differences between the Member States
is the record of incorporation of EC legislation into national law. With
regard to the frequency of legal proceedings against Member States, the
trends of the 1980s continued. Those Member States with the then highest
rates of infringement proceedings (B, DK, GR, F, I) had at the end of the
1990s – with the exception of Denmark – still the highest number of
infringement cases. What is remarkable however, is that Denmark and the
United Kingdom, with their broadly sceptical views of European integra-
tion, nevertheless have better records than such pro-integration Member
States as Italy or Luxembourg. It would seem that this trend can be attrib-
uted only to a limited extent to political obstacles and a lack of efficiency
– especially in the case of Luxembourg. 

Regarding the total amount of infringements, the situation improved
between 1991 and 1995 in nearly all Member States with, most impor-
tantly, a minimum of forty-four cases referred to the Court in 1994. Yet,
until the end of the 1990s the total number again constantly grew, to 123
cases in 1998. 

Though EC law ‘remains a domain of specialists and a certain “elite”’72

the growing amount of EC legislation and the number of cases involving
Community law has increased the requirement in all Member States for
national judges and lawyers, as well as national administrators, to be
familiar with EC law (Table 18.1). In countries such as Ireland or
Portugal special efforts have been undertaken to train the responsible
staff. In the United Kingdom the impact on the national legal system has
been stressed. The unspectacular but persistent involvement of national
courts in the EC system is one of these basic trends which, to an increas-
ing degree, links the national and the EU systems.73 Thus – with all
reservations in view of the specific character of national variations’ – the
court system might be characterised as belonging to the group of active
multi-level players. 

Do the European Union’s Member States matter? Major findings on the
‘Europeanisation’ of Member States and the ‘domestication’ of the
Union 

The chapters on the ‘One’ and the ‘Fifteen’ tell a story full of complexities
but also of some common and recurrent patterns. The evolution of the EU
system as a whole has been considerable. There are ongoing changes and
adaptations within both the European and the national systems. From
analysing the institutional and procedural evolution of the European
Union we have learned that the demands and challenges faced by national
actors have grown considerably through several forms of differentiation.
National governments, administrations, parliaments, regions and courts
have had to face the processes and potential effects of para-constitutional
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Table 18.1 Proceedings against Member States, by category, in comparative perspective, 1991–98

Letters of Formal Notice Reasoned Opinions Cases referred to the Court

State 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998

B 71 110 98 77 80 72 93 88 46 22 26 41 19 62 33 78 8 6 7 10 6 20 18 20
DK 52 45 66 57 42 22 64 40 3 4 3 14 1 0 1 10 1 0 – 0 0 0 0 1
D 60 97 119 90 92 62 116 88 13 18 35 66 25 37 35 46 1 5 4 5 10 8 19 5

GR 88 112 125 96 113 58 109 95 48 30 41 85 26 51 23 51 9 4 4 17 12 17 10 16
E 79 127 107 86 81 59 104 78 30 39 28 53 15 30 23 36 2 5 5 9 6 9 7 6
F 54 111 106 90 97 88 157 121 15 10 39 49 17 46 49 94 4 1 2 8 6 11 15 23
IR 59 88 91 70 67 43 86 63 27 13 25 47 3 36 14 46 3 9 – 12 6 4 6 10
I 115 137 108 102 114 75 123 110 76 40 49 60 36 71 36 91 24 11 6 12 17 9 20 16

LUX 64 97 91 64 71 39 74 62 35 21 29 36 9 28 14 39 4 14 11 6 3 4 8 11
NL 62 73 75 73 59 32 65 28 23 16 22 20 4 9 11 23 7 5 5 4 0 2 3 3
P 86 116 125 96 115 54 116 80 84 22 40 54 22 49 35 57 2 1 – 5 4 6 14 5

UK 63 97 98 73 77 47 92 66 11 13 15 21 15 14 8 35 0 3 – 1 2 1 1 1
SF – – – – 2 290 78 52 – – – – – 0 8 16 – – – – – 0 0 1
A – – – – 4 132 109 76 – – – – – 2 38 38 – – – – – 1 0 4
S – – – – 2 69 75 54 – – – – – 0 6 15 – – – – – 0 0 1

Total 853 1210 1209 974 1016 1142 1461 1101 411 248 352 546 192 435 334 675 65 64 44 89 72 92 121 123

Note: In reading the columns it must be recalled that Greece joined the Community in 1981, Spain and Portugal in 1986 and Finland, Austria and
Sweden in 1995.
Source: Table compiled by the authors on the basis of the Annual Reports of the Commission to the European Parliament on Monitoring the
Applications of Community Law.
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communitarisation as well as sectoral, procedural, institutional and actor
differentiation.74

As a common reaction we can observe some persistent trends among
the fifteen Member States. National systems in their overall set-up have
moved into the European arena. Thus the institutional system of the
Union – the ‘One’ – can be characterised neither as an isolated nor as a
closed system. The European Union at the beginning of the new century
is open to or has been opened by national institutions and actors, who are
not restricted to their national sphere but rather, to an increasing extent,
are oriented towards Brussels. Conversely actors from EU bodies have
extended their reach of activities deeply in ever-wider fields previously the
domain of sovereign nation states. This phenomenon of interaction and
mutual influence between European and national institutions has become
wider and more intense since the beginning of the integration process, and
is continuing. The gains might be larger for some actors than for others,
but winners and losers are broadly spread and the struggle for influence
still continues in all member countries. 

Vertical asymmetries: unbalanced co-evolution among levels
The ‘Europeanisation’ of national polities and the process of Member
States becoming part of the EU polity is clearly documented by the regular
patterns of interaction. But looking at the evolution of both levels we
observe a vertical asymmetry. The rate of change in the Brussels arena has
been faster than that at the national level. The overall impact of constitu-
tional amendments and revisions leading to institutional and procedural
adaptations has been limited and the strategies adopted by all national
players in national political systems have not led to a major structural
reorientation.

Experience so far shows that except for some actors – the German
Länder or perhaps the French parliament – new constitutional frame-
works and opportunities in the Member States have been used to only
a limited extent. No elaborate adaptation strategy, which would be
unknown or detrimental to the cornerstones of national systems, has yet
been developed. We witness considerable intra-systematic adaptations
owing to the differentiation challenges of the EU system, but no ‘revo-
lutions’ in the set-up of national polities. Thus, we note that national
reactions to the EU system have reached a certain prominence but they
do not constitute a dramatic turn-around from traditional patterns of
policy-making. Typically, we observe a mobilisation of established
actors within the existing constitutional and institutional framework.
This finding does, however, not exclude the apparently considerable
changes in major policies of all Member States, which were directly
influenced or at least reinforced by the evolution of the European Union.
Active involvement in the Union has led to a considerable evolution of
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political cultures and policies, which were however outside the remit of
this research. 

There are two possible explanations of this asymmetry between levels.
Either there is a considerable time lag, which would indicate a retarded
adaptation by the fifteen Member States, or it might be that Member
States are able to deal with these challenges by adapting their existing
machinery and structures incrementally. This finding might therefore also
explain a certain degree of satisfaction within Member States with their
respective degree of adaptation to the complex EU system.

Winners and losers: towards mega-administrations? 
In addition to the vertical asymmetries discussed above we also find
differences in terms of adaptation to EU policy-making on the horizontal
spectrum. Some groups of actors, particularly administrations and several
regions, have been more successful adapters than others. Thus, they have
been more successful in gaining access and influence – particularly than
parliaments and most regions. The intensity of use varies considerably
within and between Member States. Gains and losses depend not least on
the way national actors have established their own channels to the EU
level.

In the older Member States, parliaments and regions have reacted to
the Maastricht Treaty and adapted their way of working through two
parallel and mixed strategies: they seek formalised access and de jure
influence over national governments both at the beginning and end of the
EU policy-cycle. But to varying degrees these actors also step outside their
national arena and establish their own access to the EU bodies and
become part of network governance. Besides administrations, only inter-
est groups have turned into active and efficient multi-level players. 

Examples of strong national performers might include the governments
of Greece and Portugal or some parliaments such as the Danish and,
increasingly, the French. In these cases, constitutional and political
resources could be better employed at the national level, but not in the
Brussels arena. Strong EU performers without adequate national access
are more rare. The Spanish comunidades might be examples of this model.
The ‘weak adapters’are unable or unwilling to play a stronger game at the
national or the European level. The Italian regions and most parliaments
might exemplify this type. Strong multi-level players are able to increase
their access and influence at both levels and to use their position on one
level for strengthening their say on the other. German and Belgian regions
might develop into these kinds of actors. We can trace a persistent trend
during the 1990s, particularly in terms of adaptations and reactions to
Maastricht, towards stronger national performers. 

Given this rise in salience it is surprising that some fundamental
patterns of adaptation have not changed. Administrations have used
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existing set-ups to mobilise their resources for access and influence over
an increasing scope of vital policy areas and over all phases of the policy-
cycle. The masters of the treaty have installed and even reinforced an
institutional set-up which has maintained and strengthened the strategic
position of governments – especially prime ministers – and of administra-
tions. Even in those states where European parliamentarians are
participating on a permanent basis in EU committees of national parlia-
ments, one cannot observe any kind of permanent, formalised interaction
with the EU level. Parliamentarians of whatever level are not able to use
their access and influence at one level for enhancing their role at the other.
National bureaucracies have become the multi-level experts vis-à-vis their
amateurish parliamentary masters. Parliaments are underprofessionalised
– often they engage themselves too late and too little. Also, the CoR is no
match for the influence that central governments can have over the game.

But even chancelleries and foreign offices are not gross winners, they
are still the masters of amendment and revision of treaties – and with that
the constitutional and institutional set-up. However, they are no longer
masters of the normal use of these institutional incentives and constraints,
they are no longer the exclusive ‘chief negotiators’75 or gatekeepers for the
links between national and EU policy-cycles. The competition from
administrators and lobbyists has reduced the margin of the executive’s
prerogative in extra-national policy-making.

We have seen a persistent extension in the participation of administra-
tions and in the development of their role as active and strong multi-level
players. Empirical trends towards a ‘mega-administration’76 are clearly
visible, in and by which Community and national administrations link
their channels of influence and merge their respective sources to create
networks. In this process several variations can be discerned. A ‘mega-
technocracy’77 or an ‘expertocracy’78 would serve as a benevolent
‘epistemic community’79 for a common good. This view would fit into
functionalist thinking: the experts socialise and pre-decide what is ‘good’
for Europe. In more negative terms, national and European functionaries
would form a ‘mega-bureaucracy’ in which they would follow their
bureaucratic goals of maximising own resources. No more servants or
agents of their governments, they monopolise the central channels of
access and influence. As both levels are intrinsically interwoven, no
control mechanism exists and the institutional equilibrium is shifted to
these actors. 

However, several features of the EU policy-cycle could put the validity
of this argument in question. One is the rivalry among national adminis-
trations. Sectoral networks, with civil servants managing units, are
competitors for access and power in areas of scarce resources. The staffing
of Permanent Representations and the role of COREPER vis-à-vis other
high-level bodies such as ECOFIN – formerly the monetary committee –
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or the Political Committee of the CFSP structure are telling examples of
administrative competition. 

From asymmetries to differing degrees of adaptation: no imitation from
divergent responses
Comparing adaptation processes, the rate of importing apparently
successful components of other national systems is surprisingly limited. A
screening of best practices is not pursued on a systematic level – and
perhaps rightly so. The pictures sketched of particular Member States
make clear that any simple imitation would be subject to the law of unin-
tended consequences.

Several lines of thought have been presented in the ‘goodness of fit’
debate. Conventional wisdom stresses that administratively centralised
and politically hierarchical machineries – such as those of the United
Kingdom and France, for example – are clearly more successful than
systems such as that of the FRG which is characterised as pluralist, frag-
mented, decentralised and non-hierarchical.80 A later line of reasoning
however, stresses structural congruencies between the EU system and the
national systems. Puzzled by the apparently obvious successes of the FRG
– that of ‘failing successfully’81 – the competitiveness of national positions
was explained less by streamlined machinery but by broad and intensive
participation. Given that major features of the FRG seem to be more
congruent with some of the central characteristics of EU politics, the
former is considered to be more competitive, at least in the long term.
Pluralist and decentralised systems fit better into the pluralist system of
the Union (Figure 18.3). 
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After surveying the real variations on both levels, only cautious conclu-
sions can be drawn. Both at the national and at the European level a
simple answer is problematic. In view of national characteristics it is
extremely difficult to make any serious and valid statements on who is
more or less successful. Any blueprint for an optimal model is academi-
cally and politically risky. Best practices should be compared but carefully
evaluated in terms of the relevant constitutional, institutional and politi-
cal features, and the characteristics of the policy field concerned.

One issue is already linked to indicators of success. If we take the rate
of implementation as a sign of the successful adaptation of national
systems to the Union’s legal output, we get a different rating than if we
were to look at similarities of constitutional features or – another area of
competition among actors – at the contents passed on specific policies. In
certain areas the European Council and in others the Commission plays
the role of a strong collective hierarchy. These policy areas therefore
require different strategies among national actors when compared with
those policy fields characterised by non-hierarchical networks. At the
national level, systems which might look rather fragmented could turn out
to be quite strong on certain issues where leadership can be mobilised on
the basis of a large national or sectoral consensus. Certainly, the avail-
ability of different power resources might be of importance for a more
successful policy, but this does not imply that smaller states are not
competitive. 

One more argument in the debate about dominating systems should be
mentioned: perceived by some as being successful in constitutional deci-
sions on the Union, German strategies might have created exactly the
kind of EU set-up which fits best the German system. German models –
autonomy of central banks, involvement of regions, ministerial autonomy
in the sectoral councils, the judicial powers of the ECJ and the
Richtlinienkompetenz of the European Council – can be seen as closer to
those of consensus systems of a federal kind than those which exist in
centralised systems of a majoritarian type. These latter systems are then
forced by competition within the Union to evolve against long-established
traditions towards pluralist or federalist lines. Thus, in the long term these
dynamics would reinforce converging trends towards a multi-level
consensus democracy. We could expect at least a more narrow band of
variations.

Similarities among constitutional systems are open to debate. Perhaps
the Union’s institutional checks and balances might appear more similar
to those of the French Fifth Republic in times of cohabitation than the
German models presented above. A simple dichotomy between
centralised/fragmented or consensus/majoritarian models thus lacks suffi-
cient explanatory power, but might just serve as a starting point for
further research. 
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It is therefore against all probabilities that an institutional and proce-
dural device which has worked efficiently in one Member State will have
the same effects in a different institutional and political environment.

The fact that imports will not work in the manner anticipated leads to
the conclusion that operative lessons for applicant countries need to be
drawn very carefully. The range of experiences gained by national actors
in the present Union of fifteen is broad and offers many types of adapta-
tion. However, as a precondition for any advice we need an in-depth
analysis of the traditional structures and patterns of the country in ques-
tion. 

No convergence towards one hegemonic and dominating model 
The finding of rather uniform reaction patterns with regard to the shift of
awareness, attention and mobilisation of similar groups of actors should
not hide another surprising pattern. The constitutional, institutional and
administrative systems and their relative use have not converged into one
model for all the Member States. Given that they have faced the same kind
of challenges, the degree of convergence among the Union’s constitutive
units is rather small. Traditional national patterns are apparently flexible
enough to cope with the European challenges and to be sufficiently
complacent about the own performance inside the Union. Imports of
apparently more competitive set-ups or procedures are rare. Competitive
pressures have apparently only led to de facto harmonised mobilisation by
the political market.

Each Member State pursues its own way into the Brussels ‘space’. The
Union remains as ‘One’ plus ‘Fifteen’ quite different component units –
indeed in some cases the observations point to the reconfirmation and
restoration of well-known national patterns in the adaptation process.
Traditional key actors have used the challenges of Brussels to strengthen
some of their familiar intra-state positions. This picture of strengthened
conventional patterns is not however, without ambiguities. Some actors
such as the German Länder and the French Assemblée have acquired roles
which differ from those they played prior to the 1990s. The real effects are
difficult to identify as yet. Sceptically it could be argued that the efforts of
these actors have simply increased the complexity of national procedures
without seriously affecting the national space and even without any rele-
vance for the Brussels arena. Alternatively, it could be argued that there
has been a long-term trend towards new institutional equilibria both at
the national and at the European level. 

This debate points to the basic problem of the ‘no-convergence’ thesis:
the time span of our research might be too short. The autonomy of
national central banks as a consequence of EMU, the upgrading of yet to
establish regions due to Commission demands for structural funds and the
Committee of Regions, the changing role of national parliaments in their
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relationships with governments owing to the need to reduce democratic
deficits – all these elements might appear to be formal steps of minor
importance to the established patterns of national polities which have
simply been adapted but not overhauled as a consequence of the Union.
However, we might also identify some initial dynamics towards an adap-
tation process in the long term which would converge into one specific
type of Member State for the Union. The spilldown process from EU
developments might be more persistent and relevant than we realise at the
moment. The range of variations in the Member States’ structures might
become narrower in the future. This process would not lead to the devel-
opment of a uniform type of Member State, but nevertheless the historical
differences would lose their enduring strength and the major characteris-
tics of the EU polity would then increasingly affect national structures and
habits. 

Another feature, which could be studied in depth, might be of long-
term relevance for Member States. The broad involvement of many actors
and a constitutionally driven – and needed – search for consensus could
pave the way to a political and institutional culture quite different from
an ‘adversarial’ culture.82 Patterns of a consensual democracy would thus
be dominant not only at the EU level, but might also spill down into
national systems. The Community as a system of concordance might
create or at least reinforce a dominant culture. If such a convergence was
to make the ‘life of the EU system easier’ it would require additional
research.

With these considerations in mind, our findings might also contribute
to a dynamic theory on the evolution of (West-)European states.83 In a
long-term perspective, nation states have neither been ‘rescued’84 – though
we observe strategies for restoring conventional role models – nor substi-
tuted by supranational institutions, as some federalists have suggested.85

Even if we identify certain trends towards convergence there are difficul-
ties in discerning in which direction this multi-level system is moving. No
existing model – e.g. of conventional federations – offers a useful point of
reference. The evolution of the national and the European levels does not
follow any clear path towards a discernible finalité politique. We are thus
observing the creation of a new kind of polity – not as a substitute for
Member States but as some kind of a new stage in the evolution of West
European states. If the fifteen evolve into one, this new system will have
to be defined in a new way. 

Theories revisited: a step towards fusion? 
Our observations on the national systems as dependent variables raise the
issue of explanations, i.e. of the validity of the four theoretical expecta-
tions following the (neo)realist, the (neo)federal/functional, the
governance and the fusion assumptions. Although all four models are to
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some extent heuristic and ideal archetypes which describe reality in a
schematic way, they are nevertheless helpful for classifying the evolution
of the European integration process. Each model offers assistance, some
insights, gains subsistence with regard to special matters and presents a
positive theory explaining why and how this construction has evolved as
it has, from the late 1940s up to the Amsterdam or Nice Treaty. 

Yet, we come to the conclusion that, overall, the fusion theory is the
most suitable for describing observations such as those we defined as
‘Europeanisation’, the ever-increasing institutional interaction and the
limited systemic convergence. The development towards a federal system
seems unlikely because national institutions aim to retain their influence.
They will participate as long as it seems useful for the fulfilment of their
tasks and their own survival. The constitutional dynamics of the
Maastricht and Amsterdam treaties, of which (neo)functionalists and
(neo)federalists would approve, have not worked. We could not identify
enough indications of a clear shift towards strengthening a supranational
regime. With regard to the Amsterdam Treaty and in view of the increase
of parliamentary powers we have seen neither a development back to a
(neo)realist model, limiting the institutions to the domestic level, nor a
trend towards the governance model in which we would expect an erosion
of the traditional politico-administrative systems of nation states.
Governance analyses would need to bring the role of national parliaments
and the EP into the research focus. 

The intensive ‘Europeanisation’ can be seen as crucial ingredient in the
fusion model in which national actors – voluntarily or involuntarily –
create an irreversible process of pooling and merging policy instruments.
The fusion process stresses the checks and balances between national and
EU institutions in preparing, making, implementing and controlling
binding decisions. It focuses on the mixing of national and EU competen-
cies and the shared responsibility of institutions for the combined use of
state instruments. According to this approach, a precise division of
competencies and responsibilities is improbable and might even be seen as
unnecessary. Instead, the fusion model emphasises the multitude of insti-
tutional interactions and co-operation. 

The role of national governments and administrations in this process
might help to explain the evolution of the system. The Union is the
rational product of fundamental choices by member governments.
Constituent steps in this process are the package deals through which
Member States agree to invest competencies and resources into the polit-
ical system. The Maastricht and Amsterdam treaties have been two among
many fundamental agreements made by the Member States to use the
Union for their own purposes. However, an emphasis on the role of
national governments and administrations does not imply a submissive
role for EU institutions. Indeed the latter are not only significant as agents
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for efficient and effective policy-making but have also developed their
own institutional ambitions. According to neo-institutionalist
approaches, EU institutions do matter in shaping the perceptions of
national actors and in changing the context of the rational pursuit of
national interests. States can remain the ‘masters of the treaties’ but they
are transforming themselves in the very process. Indeed, they have become
actors in their own right and with their own weight. The political space in
Brussels is not only created by but also filled with national politicians and
civil servants.

Yet, this fusion process has been asymmetrical. Change has been
restricted to the governmental machinery, interest groups and to some
degree courts among the fifteen. The fusion process has extended to some
regions. But national parliaments have not become as deeply involved in
the Brussels arena. The trend towards deparliamentarisation and bureau-
cratisation continues – though the dramatic impact of this development
has decreased. 

As to the future: an ever-continuing evolution without an optimum 
The 1990s showed that the development of EU polity had not reached a
final stage or even a ‘local optimum’. The revisions and amendments of
the Amsterdam Treaty as well as the working of EMU would lead us to
expect a reinforced continuation of the basic trends. The Union in the first
decade of the 3rd millennium will provide further challenges for national
actors. With new Member States the number of important co-actors as
veto players will increase. Given the Union’s broader policy-making
scope, national demands for influence will grow with key words such as
‘transparency’, ‘democratic deficit’ and ‘legitimacy’ being employed as a
pretext for a higher degree of participation. 

Following both national and European strategies for gaining access and
influence, national actors will create additional structures and procedures.
Actors on both levels have already demonstrated a large degree of inge-
nuity in developing incremental devices without creating new procedures
or set-ups at the national level. We have not discovered any significant
change in this conservative attitude among the major actors. If we extrap-
olate the major trends of the first decades – also in view of the new
challenges – the EU polity will become even more complex. Thus the
demands made of national actors will grow even further. A vicious circle
between the claim for participation and the increase of complexity has set
in and there are few signs that the present plans for improving efficiency
and legitimacy will be more successful in moving the stronger multi-level
players out of their positions. Neither a one-way-street towards re-nation-
alisation nor a continuous process of replacing national actors seems to be
plausible.

The way in which the challenges of the political agenda up to the year
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2000 are being dealt with both in the Union and the Member States would
lead us to expect that the trends leading to and from Maastricht,
Amsterdam and Nice will continue. Thus, there will be a continuation of
the dilemma of creating an optimal balance between the perceived need
for bold constitutional reforms to maintain efficiency and effectiveness,
and the desire among Member States to participate and maintain control. 

In the near future there might even be inexperienced incentives and
more ‘noise’ in the system. With more partners, especially those applicant
countries with a completely different historical tradition and with institu-
tional patterns which have not been tested in multi-level arenas, the
evolution of the Union and its Member States might take a different track
in the future. The enlargement from fifteen to twenty-seven might oblige
us to review the usefulness of the approach and to re-characterise the
nature and the evolution of the ‘beast’.
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